DRINKIN’ WINE SPO-DEE-O-DEE
‘Stick’ McGhee. J. Mayo Williams
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except the ‘wine, wine, wine part which is a 13 bar blues (occasionally a 12 ½ bar)!
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E (sometimes half a bar!)
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Down in New Orleans, where everything is fine
All them cats is drinkin' that wine
Drinking that mess to their delight
When they gets drunk, start singing all night

If you wanna get along in New Orleans town
Buy some wine and pass it all around
Age runs up to forty-nine
All those cats they love sweet wine
Drinkin' wine…

A
Drinkin' wine spo-dee-o-dee, drinkin' wine
E
Wine spo-dee-o-dee, drinkin' wine
B7
Wine spo-dee-o-dee, drinkin' wine
C7*
B7
E
Pass that bottle to me

Wine, wine, wine...
Now down on Rampart street at Willy's Den
He wasn't selling but a little gin
One cat wanted a bottle of wine
He hit that cat for a dollar and a dime
Drinkin' wine...

Drinking that mess to their delight
When they gets drunk, start fighting all night
Knocking down windows and tearin' out doors
Drinkin' half a gallons and callin' for more
Drinkin' wine…
E
Wine, wine, wine, (Elderberry)

Wine, wine, wine...
I've got a nickel, have you got a dime?
Let's get together and get a little wine
Some buys a fifth, some buys a quart
When you're buying sherry, you're doin’ things smart
Drinkin' wine…

Wine, wine, wine, (Port ‘n’ Sherry)
A
Wine, wine, wine, (Blackberry)
E
Wine, wine, wine, (half an' half)
B7
Wine, wine, wine, oh boy
C7*
B7
E
Pass that bottle to me
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Intro chords
* C7 This isn’t
technically a C7, just
the B7 shape slid up one fret (leaving the B string
open) but it’s a great sound.
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